Golf cart charger plug wiring

Last Updated September 28, This is a VERY common question. Often we hear customers say
that their golf cart battery charger does not work, or that it will not kick on and is showing no
signs of life. The first question we always ask is, how long has it been since you've charged
your batteries? An automatic golf cart battery charger needs a minimal amount of voltage in the
golf cart battery to even start working. They need somewhere in the range of volts in the
batteries to allow the chargers to know that they are connected up to batteries and to kick on.
This process should give the batteries enough voltage so that your golf cart battery charger can
then take over. At a minimum, this process will eliminate low battery voltage as a potential
issue. Here's a video to help you manually charge your dead golf cart batteries:. This situation
happens fairly often because people leave town for a couple weeks without charging their golf
carts, or they discharge the batteries a little too much and the batteries' voltage drops way
down. For the Lester chargers that we sell, we always suggest just leaving your charger
plugged in all the time when you're not driving because the Lester battery charger will keep
your batteries charged up if the voltage starts to drop. This is because every Lester charger has
the winter "storage mode" feature read below for more information on the winter "storage
mode". Make sure every battery cable is correctly wired. Then check that all the battery cables
are tight against the battery terminals and are not rusted or corroded. Bad connections will
cause any battery charger to not function properly. They are the most knowledgeable with
regards to your charger and handle all advanced troubleshooting. They are always happy to
help our customers troubleshoot their issues. Very often it's a battery problem. The easiest way
to determine whether you have a charger problem is to test your charger on another cart, or test
another cart's charger on your cart. We do understand that this is not always possible for most
customers. If you are showing something like a 4 volt charge on a 6 volt golf cart battery , you
have a bad battery and will want to replace it. One bad battery can bring the performance of the
entire set down. If you are showing something like a 6 volt charge on an 8 volt battery, you have
a bad battery and will want to replace it. Learn more about the signs of a bad golf cart battery. If
the charger makes a loud clicking noise, this is likely a battery charger issue. If the charger will
not shut off or never stops charging, this is likely a battery charger issue as the internal "brain"
is defective unless you have a 48 volt Club Car see below. I have a 48 volt Club Car, I
individually charged my batteries as described above, but the charger still doesn't work, what
now? You may have a non-functioning OBC onboard computer. When you plug the charger into
your Club Car, the OBC will tell the battery charger when to start and stop charging based on
the voltage levels in your batteries. If you have not manually charged your batteries and
checked your connections, please do those first before assuming you have an OBC issue. With
that said, if the OBC on the Club Car is functional and the batteries are above 35 volts, you
should hear a "click" from the relay inside the charger when the round plug is inserted into the
cart. If no click is heard the problem is either that the battery voltage is too low less than 35 DC
volts or there is a problem with the OBC or a fuse. The only other reason the relay will not click
is if it is a bad relay a failed "open coil". This is very rare and there have not been many
documented out-of-the-box relay failures. Is this normal? If you have a Lester battery charger,
yes, your batteries are completely charged and this is normal. Every time you plug in a Lester
automatic battery charger, there is a sampling to get a reading of the batteries' voltage. The
amps will shoot up, but then after a few minutes drop down quickly to the low single digits for a
while maybe minutes. This is standard. Automatic golf cart battery chargers are not able to
charge batteries that are completely discharged or dead. They require a minimal number of
volts to begin charging. At least volts across the set will be required for a 36 volt golf cart. At
least volts across the set will be required for a 48 volt golf cart. Please see above for charging
dead batteries. Yes, because our new Lester Battery Chargers have a winter storage mode
feature that automatically regulates the batteries' charge. With a Lester charger you do not need
to call a neighbor to unplug and re-plug your charger to kick on, it does it automatically and
only when needed. This is a new and unique feature on Lester chargers that is not available on
other chargers, like the Powerwise or Powerdrive chargers. All automatic chargers are designed
to charge your batteries until they are fully charged and then stop charging. So you do not need
to manually shut off the charger or worry about overcharging your batteries. All Lester chargers
are made with a number of internal safety mechanisms that ensure that they will never
overcharge batteries. Yes, the heavy duty battery chargers will hum or buzz, so if it's buzzing or
humming you know it's working. Sometimes there may even be an odor. With that said, if the
golf cart charger is always hot and always giving off a bad smell, you should contact the
manufacturer to confirm that everything is functioning prop erly. The charger needs to be
connected to battery voltage. Even if you connect up a volt-meter to the charger, it will not give
off any voltage. So in short, the charger will not do anything without being connected to your
golf cart. Every golf cart battery charger is different with respect to indicator lights, but in

general the red light is a fault light that indicates something is wrong with the charging process.
Occasionally a red fault light on a golf cart charger can mean that the batteries do not have
enough voltage in them to allow the charger to kick on see Charging Dead Golf Cart Batteries
above. However, most of the time, especially with EZ-GO Powerwise chargers, this is the "red
light of death" or an internal charger failure indicating that the charger needs to be serviced or
replaced. You probably need to test your batteries and likely will need to get new golf cart
batteries. Please see our Lester Battery Charger Guide. The quick answer is, it depends. It
depends on three factors, 1 the quality of your batteries, 2 how discharged your batteries are
and 3 the quality of your charger. If you have 5 year old batteries that are very discharged and
you have a lightweight amp charger, it may take a very long time 10 hours or more. Again, it
depends on all of the above factors, so it really could vary quite a bit. It is healthy for the
batteries to be fully charged at all times. So, you should charge your golf cart every night.
Automatic golf cart chargers will shut off once the batteries are fully charged, so there isn't a
concern that they will be over charged. Your golf cart should be switched to "Run" anytime you
are using the cart or charging your batteries. Here are the links to the Lester charger manuals
they are also linked to on our product pages :. Here's the deal with amps, the more amps that a
charger has, the faster the charger will charge your batteries. So the moral of the story is, more
is not always better with respect to amps. With that said, f or a 48 volt golf cart, 13 amps has
been found to be the right balance between charging speed and long-term battery stress. For a
36 volt battery charger, 21 amps is standard. You'll want to avoid purchasing a charger with low
amperage amps as it will take forever to charge your batteries. It will not come back on like the
new Summit II battery chargers. So, unlike a trickle charger that charges non-stop, the Lester
charger charges only when the batteries need a good charge. You can leave the charger
plugged in even when you're gone for long periods of time months , and your batteries will not
die because they'll get a charge from time to time to keep the volts up. If you are leaving for an
extended period of time it is recommended that you plug your charger into a surge suppressor
with at least 2, joules i. All Lester battery chargers except for the 48V Club Car Charger have the
storage mode or battery healthy feature. If you do not have a Lester charger, you do not have
the winter storage mode feature. This means that you'd need to unplug them and plug them
back in if you want to re-charge your batteries. The overwhelming majority of golf carts come
with offboard chargers attached to plugs. It is perfectly fine to switch from an off-board charger
with a plug to an on-board charger with ring terminals that connect directly to the batteries. You
shouldn't take an off-board charger and put it on the golfcart and use it like an on-board
charger. They're just not designed for that kind of use and can get damaged. Off-board or
portable chargers are not made to handle all the bumps and potholes. On the flip-side, if you
currently own an on-board charger that is wired into the cart, you can take that on-board
charger and affix a DC plug and use it as a portable charger off-board. In recap: If you're taking
an on-board charger and using it off the golf cart, you're good to go! But, you should not take
an off-board portable charger and put it on the golf cart and use it as on on-board charger. The
answer is, it depends. It's really where ever you are able to find space for a shoebox sized
charger on your golf cart. Some find that they can fit the on-board charger under the seat. This
will really depend on the cart's specific battery configuration x4 12V's, x6 6V's, x6 8V's or x8
6V's. Others will put the onboard charger on the little cubby area below the rear seat if they
have one. The Lester Summit onboard chargers that we sell have the following dimensions: L
So, positive to positive, negative to negative. Forget about the blue wire for more on the blue
wire read What's the Blue Wire? The ring terminals on the leads are universal and will fit on all
batteries. Because all of the golf cart batteries are connected with battery cables, all batteries
will be charged in series. Only the red and black wires are needed to completely charge the golf
cart. If hooked up to the motor controller it will not allow you drive the golf cart while charging
it. Think about being at the gas pump and driving off with the pump still in the car. The blue wire
is not installed very often. You must match volts to volts. A 36V cart requires a 36 volt golf cart
charger. A 48V cart requires a 48 volt golf cart charger. You can burn up your batteries if you do
not charge with the proper voltage. Check out our 36V vs. Answer is, it depends. If you have a
36 volt charger, the answer is always yes. For example, if you have a 36V Club Car charger with
the crowfoot plug, and you want to use that charger for another 36V EZ-GO golf cart that takes
the "D-shaped" plug, you can remove the crowfoot plug and attach the D plug, no problem.
Really, any 36V charger, you are good to go. The 48V Club Car chargers are completely different
than all other golf cart chargers. They do not have the internal automatic shutoff, the Club Car
onboard computer actually controls the shut off. Bottom line is, swapping plugs on a 36V
charger is fine. Other chargers work as well with GFCI outlets, but you may want to confirm with
your manufacturer. When comparing V with V AC inputs, you have to keep in mind that they
both essentially do the same thing. That is, they produce power to operate electrical outlets. We

only sell brand new products. It depends. If your charger has a completely sealed casing, it
cannot be repaired. Many of the lightweight "wafer" amp chargers, as well as some of the
Powerwise chargers come with sealed aluminum casings and cannot be repaired. If you have a
battery charger that has an exterior that can be unscrewed and taken off, your charger likely can
be repaired. The chargers that can be repaired have transformers, capacitors and other parts
that can be swapped out. Obviously this depends. We only sell new battery chargers. We do not
repair older chargers. If golf cart batteries are properly maintained they generally will last for
around years. You will need to clean it off because if it builds up it may cause the battery cables
to lose contact with the battery and keep your cart from running. Using a car to jump deep cycle
golf cart batteries can ruin them. Regular car batteries are not made to be discharged as much
as deep cycle golf cart batteries. So you don't want to use regular car batteries on your golf
cart. We sell new Trojan Battery and Powertron branded batteries. Please see here for more
details on choosing a battery. No, it is recommended that you buy new deep cycle batteries.
Refurbished batteries usually have the same lead but just new acid and a new plastic exterior.
The reason for this? Now onto sealed batteries: The primary advantage of a sealed battery is
that it will not emit corrosive gases during use or charging, and will not spill acid if tipped over.
This makes them more popular for wheelchair manufacturers, and are growing in popularity in
the floor-care machines markets for use in hospitals, nursing homes, etc. The quick answer is
no. In wet cell batteries, acid and water routinely evaporate from the batteries cells. This causes
batteries to lose power and not last as long. Generally, golf cart owners pour in distilled water
by hand with a filling bottle. A battery watering system is automatic so it eliminates the need to
manually fill your batteries, which can be super convenient! On the flip-side of the convenience,
battery filling systems can get a bit costly to purchase and also to maintain. Whether you fill
your golf cart batteries by hand, or using a filling system, always make sure you keep your
water levels properly maintained. If you're looking for a new charger you can shop online with
Golf Cart Garage! If you still have questions, feel free to give us a call at or email us at Support
GolfCartGarage. One of the more daunting perceived obstacles to driving a plug-in electric car
seems to be the need for a home charging station. While plug-in hybrids can be recharged
overnight using their Volt charging cords, battery-electric drivers should really have access to a
Volt Level 2 charging station. Those will recharge the full battery pack in anything from 4 to 9
hours, depending on the specific car. Many owners will want to retrofit a charging station into
an existing garage, but to lay out the principles, we're starting with what it takes to install one
into a garage that's being built or extensively remodeled. We've just gone through that process
for a new garage in New York's Catskill Mountains. Note this applies only to North America!
There are several steps, but it's important to understand that the wiring is the first step, and
separate from the charging station--since drivers may later choose to upgrade to a more
powerful station. First, work with your contractor and electrician to install a dedicated Volt line
to 1 or 2 feet below wherever you plan to locate your charging station. We sited ours in a corner
of the building so a car can be recharged inside, or we can run the cord out underneath the
garage door or through the regular door on the side of the building. Many contractors won't
have any prior experience with electric-car charging stations, so you may have to educate them.
The easiest way to put it in context is that it's the same kind of circuit used for electric clothes
driers or stoves. Second, make sure your new circuit is capable of 50 Amps, which means a
Amp charging rate using 80 percent of the circuit capacity. Even if your first charging station is
only capable of 24 Amps as many less-expensive ones are , you'll want to "future-proof" your
garage wiring. Third, tell the electrician to install a NEMA socket--the one used by most
charging stations that aren't hard-wired--in the wall below the chosen site. One electrician we
spoke to preferred hard-wiring, which eliminates resistance heat between the plug and socket,
but we wanted to allow the charging station to go with us if we move. Fourth, once you have
your garage wired, THEN select your charging station and bolt it securely to the wall. Most
people will buy a new one; we were lucky enough to have a used one given to us by Green Car
Reports contributor and electric-car advocate Tom Moloughney, who was upgrading. Thanks,
Tom! They can be bought directly from the makers or found at big-box stores like Best Buy,
Home Depot, or Lowe's--from their websites if not necessarily in stock at your local outlet.
That's the short and simple version of what you need to know. We'll update this article if we get
additional tips and pointers from readers or commenters. Remember: It's no more complex than
an electric clothes drier--and there are millions of those in garages all over North America. I
agree to receive emails from Green Car Reports. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any
time. Privacy Policy. Porsche is wrapping up development of its Taycan Cross Turismo electric
carâ€”a wagon version of the high-performance EV built for more than the pavement. Lucid is
going public, partly to ensure the rollout of its Gravity electric SUV. The Ioniq 5 bows as the first
of a set of new EVs from Hyundai. And can synthetic fuel be as clean as all-electric? This and

more, here at Green Car Reports. Hyundai has revealed the Ioniq 5 electric car, and Porsche is
among the automakers hoping to find a way to keep internal combustion alive as a niche, with a
sustainable new twist at the fuel-making level. With V fast-charging, a solar roof, and V2L
capability to power tools or campsites, the Ioniq 5 is the start of something new at Hyundai.
Alpha Motors shows us how retro-cute EVs can be styled for America. Karma prices the GS-6
plug-in hybrid. Virginia signs on with California standards. Karma has put a price tag on The
Toyota Mirai is no template for the brand's future electric cars, but it sends plenty of signals
about how the brand's EVs might drive. The plug-in hybrid version of the GS-6 costs much less
than the Revero GT and aligns this descendant with the pricing and sales targets of the original
Fisker Karma. Alpha Motors is among many recent startup EV efforts with some very attractive
designsâ€”but of course, that's only the start. GM has a fix for Bolt EV models and their
hobbled charging. Mercedes is saying no to an all-electric timeline. And Hyundai is getting
serious Circuit-breaker box showing Volt circuit for electric-car charging station. NEMA socket.
NEMA plug. NEMA plug in socket. High-Res Gallery: Garage. Contribute: Send us a tip
Comment Contact the editor. Car Charging Station: Nissan Leaf: one year later, owner offers
pros Tests Electric Car Fast Share This Article:. Follow Us Today:. Green Car Reports
Newsletter Sign up to get the latest green car and environmental news, delivered to your inbox
daily! Sign Up Today! Bengt Halvorson February 23, Stephen Edelstein February 23,
Synthetically fueled cars can be as clean as EVs, Porsche claims Porsche is among the
automakers hoping to find a way to keep internal combustion alive as a niche, with a
sustainable new twist at the fuel-making level. Bengt Halvorson February 22, The best-driving
sedan Toyota already makes is an electric car. Virginia adopts EV-boosting California clean car
standards, with support of dealers Virginia is the next state to adopt stricter standards on the
way to a potential EV mandate. Stephen Edelstein February 22, Karma prices GS-6 plug-in
hybrid arriving soon, teases electric SUV due in The plug-in hybrid version of the GS-6 costs
much less than the Revero GT and aligns this descendant with the pricing and sales targets of
the original Fisker Karma. Stephen Edelstein February 21, Bengt Halvorson February 20, Bengt
Halvorson February 19, Charging Mobility Sustainability. Gas Mileage Hybrids Electric Cars. Alt
Fuels Diesel Cars Features. Green Car Reports Newsletter. Each component ought to be set and
connected with other parts in particular manner. Otherwise, the structure will not function as it
should be. To be able to make sure that the electric circuit is built properly, 48 Volt Golf Cart
Wiring Diagram is necessary. How does this diagram aid with circuit building? The diagram
provides visual representation of the electric structure. On the other hand, the diagram is a
simplified variant of this structure. It makes the process of assembling circuit easier. The first
component is symbol that indicate electric component in the circuit. A circuit is usually
composed by numerous components. The other thing that you will locate a circuit diagram
would be traces. Lines in the diagram show how each component connects to one another. The
positions of circuit components are relative, not accurate. The order is also not logical, unlike
wiring schematics. Diagram only shows where to put component at a place relative to other
components inside the circuit. One thing that you must learn before reading a circuit diagram is
your symbols. The most common components are capacitor, resistor, and battery. Additionally,
there are other elements like ground, switch, engine, and inductor. Sometimes, the wires will
cross. Injunction of two wires is generally indicated by black dot on the intersection of 2 lines.
There will be principal lines that are represented by L1, L2, L3, etc. Colors can also be utilised to
differentiate wires. Commonly, there are two main sorts of circuit connections. The first one is
known as series link. Due to the electrical current in each component is comparable while
voltage of the circuit is complete of voltage in every component. Parallel connection is much
more complicated than the series one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of every element
is comparable. It is because the element is directly linked to electricity source. This circuit
contains branches that are passed by different electrical current levels. The current joins
together when the branches meet. There are several things that an engineer needs to pay
attention to when drawing wirings diagram. First of all, the symbols utilized in the diagram
ought to be precise. It must represent the exact element necessary to construct a planned
circuit. It is also highly advised that engineer brings positive supply and damaging supply
symbols for clearer interpretation. Meanwhile, the negative source symbol is put below it. The
current flows from the left to right. Besides this, diagram drawer is suggested to restrict the
amount of line crossing. The line and part placement should be designed to lessen it. As you
can begin drawing and interpreting 48 Volt Golf Cart Wiring Diagram can be a complicated job
on itself. The advice and tips that were elaborated above ought to be a great kick start, though.
True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf
wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of
various distinct parts. Each part should be placed and linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump

Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward
pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various different parts.
Each part ought to be placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each
component ought to be set and linked to other parts in particular way. If not, the arrangement
will notâ€¦. Door Bell Wiring Diagram. Vista 20P Wiring Diagram. There is no information on
what type of temperature sensor is needed for the summit w charger. James â€” You will need
to reachout to Lester directly to get specifics and the required temp sensor circuit I believe. In
the Is this true if the water level is below the top of the plates before charge? Thank you in
advance for your answer. Name Required. Email Required. These units are very well designed
and very universal. Works great in all applications though some configuring is required. The W
version is specific for 24 volt applications and packs a punch at 25 ampsâ€¦. Though it also has
an auto voltage feature that will allow charging 36 volt and 48 volt applications as well. Learn
more about the Auto Voltage feature now. Unfortunately for us Lester has followed the trend of
other large companies and does not include multi-page owners manuals in their products any
longer. This is a good idea I am sure for the forest and environment but not going to help you or
me the installer with the task at hand. Lester has opted for electronic files and expect you to
find one online some where as we have in this blog post. Though we get alot of calls concerning
this issue so we have just made it easier for you to access the information you will need to wire
up your new battery charger. Note: These wiring instructions will only apply to the W version of
this battery charger. Getting Started: Make sure you ordered and received the correct charger
and DC side cord set for your application. Or double check the golf cart charger receptacle on
your golf cart if you intend to use this charger in an Off-board application. Otherwise it is pretty
straight forward to install and use in an onboard application. All onboard applications will
simply require a ring terminal DC cordset to wire to the main positive and negative terminals on
the battery bank in their application. Always allow for as much free air space around the charger
as possible. The best mounting orientations for this charger are shown below in Figure This
provides both a strong base but good thermal conductive cooling. A poor thermal conductive
material is plastic or wood though charger should still perform well. We have installed many of
these units in many applications and to date no issues! The charger dimensions and mounting
hole locations are shown below in Figure For off-board applications an optional handle is
available for ease in carrying. The charger case also has routing and securing locations for the
AC and DC cordsets when they need to be routed to the opposite ends as shown in Figure The
Lester Summit II Series Chargers are designed very well and the designers thought of it all as
they created the next generation golf cart battery charger to meet or exceed your needs. With a
combination of molded track into the cooling fins of the charger or with additional support and
routing hardware you can wire up in a few configurations. See Figure below. The charger was
factory-configured with the active battery profile that was requested as part of the original order
from Lester Electrical. Before 1 using the charger for the first time or 2 using the charger with a
battery pack of a different type or capacity, use the ChargerConnect app to verify that the
proper active battery profile is selected and that the system settings match your application.
Off-Board Applications Off-board chargers are designed to be used in shelf or portable
applications. If the AC input plug is connected to AC power, a new charge cycle automatically
starts when the DC output is connected to a battery pack of the proper voltage. If the DC output
is connected to a battery pack of the proper voltage, a charge cycle automatically starts when
the AC input plug is connected to AC power unless a safety period of time has not passed since
the successful completion of the previous charge cycle. They are always factory-configured
with the active battery profile that is requested as part of PO to Lester Electrical. It is still
recommended that you use the ChargerConnect app to verify the proper active battery profile is
selected. A Before using the charger for the first time or B using the charger with a battery pack
of a different chemistry or capacity. If the proper battery profile is not available on the charger,
the ChargerConnect app can be used to download the appropriate battery profile from the
Cloud. If the battery type you will be charging is not available via the ChargerConnect app
Cloud. For example, If you need information for a specific lithium ion brand or chemistry ,
Contact Lester Electrical for more information. Special Note â€” If the active battery profile is
changed, we suggest you mark the charger ratings label or add an additional label or tag for
future reference. Get Connected Now! Battery manufacturers frequently use the same battery
cases for different battery types. Water electrolyzed by discharging and charging the battery is
replaced through these openings. Sealed AGM and gel batteries are generally distinguished by
non-removable cell caps. The physical appearance of the battery case is frequently the same as
a wet battery, though the cell caps are generally not removable. If the sticker is not readable or
is missing, we suggest you do not use the battery charger until you can verify the specifics of
the battery in your application. If you have questions regarding which battery profile to select

for use with your particular battery pack. If you purchased your new golf cart battery charger
from us by all means give us a call to help walk you through this process. The charger has an
AC operating range of volts, hertz. This allows the AC power cord set to be selected with a
proper plug compatible with your local electrical codes. Special Note â€” Those who require an
extension cord. Strive to make the distance as short as possible and use the biggest thickest
industrial cord you have handy. This is because you will experience voltage drop over a longer
span cord from the power supply outlet. Below volts, the charger may reduce output power.
This is the AC power cordset inlet. To disconnect or connect you simply need to loosen the
screw on the side of the clamp. Then firmly grab the IEC connector with your fingers and pull.
To install or plug back in make sure you push the plug into the charger completely. Then you
may tighten the AC cord clamp to secure the AC power cord to the charger. The installed AC
power cord set must be plugged into an outlet that is properly installed and grounded in
accordance with all applicable electrical codes and ordinances. If this charger includes the UL
Listed symbol on its ratings label, it is provided with a cord set for connection to outlets
operating at nominal volts or volts as appropriate. If the input plug does not fit the power outlet,
contact Lester Electrical for the proper cord set terminating in an attachment plug of the proper
configuration for the power outlet. The DC side cord set attaches to the external DC terminal
block on the battery charger. See Figure 6. Remove the connection cover if pre-installed to
expose the DC terminal block. Use Dc Side Common Connector Legend shown below to
determine the correct wiring configuration for your golf cart battery charger receptacle plug
connector or onboard application. The DC output cordset includes a connector, plug, or
terminals. The charger will not operate if the polarity is reversed. Once you have determined the
proper wiring configuration you may proceed to then attach the DC side cord set wires as
shown in images. Refer to figure 6. Installation will require a 2 Phillips head screw driver. Proper
Torque settings for the positive and negative terminal screws are to be 18 in-lbs 2. The lockout
and external temperature sense terminal connections is to be 12 in-lbs 1. When individual wires
are used for on-board applications, place the foam rubber gasket that comes on the cord set
under the strain relief, center the wires, and then tighten the strain relief screws and torque
them to 9 in-lbs 1 N-m. This prevents the wires from getting pinched on the side of the strain
relief when tightened. Replace the terminal block cover, and torque the cover screws to 9 in-lbs
1 N-m. The lockout control signal, available on Terminal 2 on the DC terminal block see Figure 6.
The lockout control signal is typically interfaced with the vehicle motor speed controller. If you
are uncertain of how to interface the lockout control signal with your vehicle, please contact
your vehicle dealer. Here are some basic but informative tips from the Prosâ€¦. Motive power
battery packs are subjected to severe deep-cycle duty on a daily basis. Although these batteries
are designed to withstand such duty, the following precautions must be observed to obtain
good performance and maximum cycle life. When installing new batteries, be sure the polarity
of each battery and the overall battery pack is correct. New batteries should be given a full
charge before their first use because it is difficult to know how long the batteries have been
stored. New batteries and older batteries that have been in storage are not capable of their rated
output until they have been discharged and charged a number of times. Consult the
manufacturer of your batteries for more information. Excessive discharge can cause polarity
reversal of individual cells resulting in complete failure shortly thereafter. Maintain the proper
electrolyte level of wet flooded batteries by adding water when necessary. Distilled or deionized
water is best for battery life. Never allow the electrolyte level to fall below the top of the battery
plates. Electrolyte levels lower during discharge and rise during charge. Therefore, to prevent
the overflow of electrolyte when charging, it is mandatory that water be added to cells AFTER
they have been fully charged â€” do not overfill. Old batteries require more frequent additions of
water than new batteries. Hard crystalline sulfates form when batteries in storage are not
maintained in a charged active state. Internal self discharge can bring about the start of this
condition in as little as three days in warm temperatures. Batteries not maintained and allowed
to sit in storage will self discharge, sulfate and lose capacity. Repeated charging without using
the batteries between charges can recover some of the lost power, range, and life, but some
permanent loss should be expected. Cold batteries require more time to fully charge. The tops
of batteries and battery hold downs must be kept clean and dry at all times to prevent excessive
self discharge and the flow of current between the battery posts and frame. Electrolyte spilled
on bbatteries never dries or evaporates. All connections to batteries must be maintained clean
and tight. Due to heating and discharge rates, bolted connections loosen over time. Re-tighten
the connections twice yearly to the torques specified by the battery manufacturers. Follow all
operating instructions, cautions, and warnings as specified in this manual, on the charger, in
the battery manuals, and in the vehicle manuals. NEVER try to charge a frozen battery. For
those that thought this How To Article was helpful feel free to drop us a line. Looking for other

Golf Cart Parts and Accessories? Save BIG!!!! Edward Ritchotte Sr. Leave a Reply Click here to
cancel reply. Contact Us Email: pete batterypete. Search Products Search. Review us on
Google. One Stop Shop Where the general public goes for great products at fair prices. Battery
Pete is your one stop shop for all your battery needs. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Why
would you want to bypass your Club Car onboard computer? Ingersoll Rand Corporation, the
makers of Club Car, started using an on-board computer OBC on their 48 volt golf carts and
electric vehicles as early as When you plug the charger into your golf cart, the OBC will tell the
battery charger when to start and stop charging based on the voltage levels in your batteries.
Sounds like a good idea, right? In theory or in a perfect world this utilization of technology
makes perfect sense. However, the world is not perfect and this particular arrangement leaves
many in the golfing world left wanting. Here is the 1 complaint. Regardless the brand of charger
selected if you do not bypass the OBC, one of two Club Car charging problems will happen. For
and newer Club Car models the attached non-OEM charger will not be able to recognize the
voltage on the battery bank and in turn will not commence charging. For older models the
attached charger will become a slave to the OBC and abandon its own charge profile in favor of
what the onboard computer determines. Complaint 2 has to do with system malfunction. The
third complaint, in a way, is a combination of the two above, but it simply brings into question if
the Club Car OBC is the best choice when it comes to extending the life of your golf carts
batteries. Many in the industry seem to agree there are better charging options available. And
several of these better golf cart charger options are less expensive and last longer! Despite this
being a pretty straightforward task, let me start out with the self-protection liability statement. If
you have zero or little confidence in your ability to interpret and then correctly follow these
instructions please stop. Go and find someone to help before attempting this wiring change. I
personally and Impact Battery do not accept any responsibility for what you are about to do.
The image below is a 48 volt Club Car golf cart wiring diagram. Allow me to orient you to what
you are seeing. You can clearly see three sets of batteries each of which is 8 volts. In the lower
right corner you will see all the wiring running through the on-board computer. The upper left
corner depicts the backside of the charge receptacle. Now look at battery number 6 in the lower
left corner. To bypass the OBC you will need to connect a 12 gauge black wire from the negative
terminal of this battery to where the black wire attaches to the back of the receptacle. That's it
folks; you're done! Your new smart charger with its automatic micro-processor controlled
platform is now able to sense voltage and properly charge and maintain your electric vehicle.
Sorry if you were expecting more, but it really is that simple. The Layman's science for what you
just accomplished is easy: you created a circuit or a loop. Notice how there was a red positive
wire coming off battery 1 going directly to the back of the receptacle? But before you added this
bypass there was no negative black wire coming directly from the battery bank to the back of
the receptacle. It had to first go through the onboard computer before reaching this location. If
you haven't purchased a new smart charger yet and wanted to better understand what all the
fuss was about before making the plunge then consider the following now that you know how
simple it is. Pro Charging systems makes this task really simple. If you purchase the iDVCC it
will come with the necessary bypass wire and instructions. This Eagle Performance charger
series is probably the best charge profile money can buy and they are made right here in
America. I don't say that flippantly or as an empty sales fact. The Delta Volt charge technology
utilized by the Eagle is in a league of its own. When they first introduced this technology around
, if my memory serves me right, we stopped selling most all our other golf cart charger brands.
We could not, in good faith, offer for sale other chargers that fall so far below the mark of
excellence they had just established. The only other brand we currently stock that comes close
in our scale of excellence is the JAC made by Schuaer. It is made in Taiwan and provides a
more affordable option with a high level of value. Update: This charger also comes with the
bypass wire as of March They share a slightly different way to accomplish the same task. The
main goal is for you to compare the cart diagram to a real life scenario. The store will not work
correctly in the case when cookies are disabled. Posted: December 09, Categories: Chargers ,
ImpactBattery. Comments: Tags: golf cart charger , club car. The Background for 'Why' Here is
the 1 complaint. The Instructions for 'How' Despite this being a pretty straightforward task, let
me start out with the self-protection liability statement. Grant Ewins. Reply Feb 02, James
Livingston. Reply Sep 23, Ronald Reed. If i bypass on board computer and still use my old
charger, what are the consiquenses. Reply Sep 17, Almas Alin. Reply Aug 14, Daniel F Stinson.
Bypass went fine, I was able charge for a while till two batteries developed problems, purchased
and installed 6 new 8v batteries now NOT charging batteries to full capacity Cart runs for about
eight or nine holes. Not sure what's going on. Can you help? Reply Jul 30, This may be better
solved by giving our tech team a call. We've come across some interesting setups in the past

where a battery was accidently excluded from the series or the wire from the receptacle was
disconnected rather than one being added from battery six to the receptacle. Reply Aug 09, I
bought the Schumacher charger. Reply Jul 28, If you want the Club Car to be in control of the
charge profile then, no. If you want the aftermarket charger to be in charge of the profile then,
yes. Rodencio Montemayor. Please advise.. Reply Mar 13, That is an extremely unhealthy and
severe discharge level! A 0V situation is possible to overcome, but not with the traditional 48V
charger. There are many subjective aspects such as length of time depleted and type of
batteries installed that will make recharging these batteries possible. If you have 8V batteries it
becomes nearly impossible to overcome zero volts. But if you have 6V or 12V batteries making
up your 48V series it is more attainable. You would need to do a parallel charge with a similar
voltage battery you know to be working matched by a similar 12V or 6V charger. Here is a blog
post we wrote on parallel charging dead batteries. Reply Mar 21, Don Dunklee. If I charge the
battery bank from another source by directly connecting the the main positive and negative
leads of the battery bank, using a different charge controller, will there be any confusion in the
obc? Bypassing the front plug in the cart effectively bypasses the system. Reply Feb 14, Recent
Posts. Harley Davidson Battery Cross Reference. Solar Tutorial. May February January
November October September August April June March December July T his presentation is
rather long but understanding batteries and proper charging techniques are extremely
important to the longevity of your battery pack and the dollars in your wallet. Do not assume
that you need to buy a new charger just because your golf cart battery charger does not work.
Golf cart battery chargers for electric golf cars fall into two basic types; Automatic newer and
Not-Automatic older. Most of these basic charger types have an ammeter on the front to show
the number of amperes being provided to the battery pack. Otherwise they are very different.
The amps may drop down very quickly if the batteries are fully charged but the ammeter should
show at least 15 amps to start off. If you know that the batteries need charging and the ammeter
will NOT go above 15 amps, then you probably have a faulty charger and it must be repaired.
Almost all older golf cart battery chargers provide 36 volts although there are some early 24 volt
and 48 volt systems as well. This usually leads one to think the charger is bad. NOT SO! Read
on. L ester Electrical Co. Lester Electrical, of Lincoln, Nebraska, makes many different golf cart
battery chargers for different EV electric vehicle applications and their chargers are used
throughout the world. There are lots of different Lester chargers out there and they are excellent
products. E â€” Z-GO has made their own volt golf cart battery chargers for many years. It has a
white case with a large green label that covers the front panel. It comes on when plugged in to a
golf car with sufficient battery voltage. Call us at for more information about these chargers.
Other failures, such as a burned up transformer, or a bad circuit board can get rather pricey. T
imer units , diodes and bad DC charger plugs are the most common failures in golf cart battery
chargers. A bad timer unit usually will not allow the charger to cut off. If the timer unit is
incorporated into a solid state circuit board which has gone bad, then the charger may not even
cut on at all. Sometimes it is possible to wire around the circuit board to see if the charger
actually works but the board must be replaced if bad. A charger that runs continually will hurt
the batteries by overcharging them. W hen a diode goes bad the charger will cut on and hum
but not show any amps going to the batteries. Many times the charger suddenly hums louder
when a diode fails and the external fuse blows you can see the blown fuse in the bubble on a
Lestronic II charger. Some diodes must be replaced as a pair, others may be purchased
individually. Look carefully at the plug and receptacle. They should interconnect firmly and have
good clean contact faces. If either looks like it has been hot or is melting then something is
wrong. A faulty DC plug will sometimes charge intermittently, cutting on while you stand there
and cutting off when you walk away. A bad plug can be a fire hazard because the contacts get
very hot when they do not make a good connection. Rememberâ€¦the receptacle can be as
much at fault as the DC plug and both may need replacement to fully correct the problem. T he
internal AC fuses of the charger do not typically give problems but a simple continuity test will
show them to be good or bad. There is also a DC fuse, which is sometimes inside the charger
box and other times located on the outside. A simple continuity test will confirm its condition.
Likewise the capacitor is quite long lived and generally does not give problems. It,too, may be
tested with an ohm meter. The ammeter will sometimes give trouble, especially if its
connections have gotten loose. This sometimes shows up as a brown sweating inside the
ammeter dial face. It is an obvious condition once you open the charger box and look. T he bad
news comes when everything checks out OK and the charger still does not work. Many times it
will come on and hum but show no amps going to the batteries. Lightning will take out a
transformer, no problem. Be sure to disconnect your charger from the house AC and from the
golf car if severe electrical storms are nearby. Also disconnect the charger if you are leaving for
an extended stay away. Batteries in good charged condition will keep most of that charge for

several months. U nfortunately transformers are expensive and all the books say the same
thing; To test a suspected bad transformerâ€¦replace it with a known good one. Simple huh? I f
you need any of these parts we have discussed you can find them in this section of our catalog.
If you have questions call us at or email us. O ccasionally for some reason batteries are too
dead for the charger to cut itself on, or the charger comes on and hums but very little or no
amps show on the meter. What to do? The older non automatic battery chargers will come on
and try to charge even the most dead of dead batteries. Check the water level and add some
distilled water preferably if the plates are showing. Plug in the charger and let it charge for an
hour or so. Make note of the amps. They may be very low but many times, after an hour or so,
you will see a gradual increase in the number of amps the batteries are taking. If this is the case
then allow the batteries to continue charging. The charger should eventually come up to full
amps and then taper back down again to near zero. The batteries should be OK. Older style golf
cars with resistor style speed switches will sometimes have a solenoid failure that allows the
battery charge to be drained away by the resistor coils. This is usually indicated by a car that
creeps when the brake is off and the car is in forward or reverse. M odern automatic golf cart
battery chargers monitor the voltage in the battery pack and react accordingly. If the voltage
gets too low it can cut on and provide some charge. When the voltage stops rising in the
batteries, then the charger will cut off. The problem with this is that the charger frequently uses
the battery pack to monitor the batteries themselves. The result is a charger that will not work in
that car. The charger is fine but the voltage is too low in the batteries. Solution: you must get
the battery voltage up. You can do this by charging each individual battery with a 6 volt, or a
connected pair of batteries with a 12 volt, auto style battery charger. The other solution is to get
an old style non automatic charger and connect it to the battery pack and allow it to bring up the
voltage. Once the batteries are recharged they should be OK. I have a EZ-GO. I purchased it in
When charging yesterday I noticed the plug going into the wall and the large cart plug were very
hot. This was after charging about minutes. I never noticed this before but it may have always
been like this. It usually takes hours when I do an overnight charge. I pulled the plug out as I
feared a fire. Is this normal? If the cords are warm, this is normal as a lot of power goes through
them. However, if the cords were so hot they would burn you as a result of touching them would
indicate a problem. The most likely candidate would be resistance. The main causes of
resistance could be badly worn or damaged contacts at the DC plug where cart and cord meet.
Also, check inside the cart and trace the wires from the receptacle to the batteries. If there is
excessive corrosion at those terminals, this could also cause resistance. If you batteries are
really dead or older, it may take 16 hours for a charge. That is not uncommon. However, if it
takes that long for every charge, you might be on the end of your battery life. At the end of their
life, they often do not hold a charge well and some of the heat could possibly be due to age. Let
me know if you have questions. Mike Williams, Product Development Director. I have plugged
the charger in, then i hear a click and the charger starts buzzing and starts to work. Most
automatic chargers have a minimum voltage level that is preset into their electronics. If the
batteries fall below this level, the charger will not come on. However, voltage and amperage are
inversely proportional. As one rises, the other falls and vice versa. As that applies here, if your
voltage drops, the amperage needed to bring them up rises. Lead acid batteries typically are
charged in the 13A â€” 40A range depending on the manufacturer design and preferred battery
type, etc. If the voltage is too low, it may require in excess of the 40A limit to recharge, which
can be potentially dangerous, which is why this safeguard was installed. But, long story short, if
your batteries were below this minimum voltage level, then the charger should not power up at
all. But there are always exceptions. After a quick review in the Club Car service manual, it
appears the possible causes for premature shut down could include AC power supply
interruption, on-board computer malfunction or batteries may be already fully charged. I would
say that your AC power is fine since if you plug it back in, it should come back on. However, be
sure to inspect the AC cord well for signs of wear, nicks, cuts, etc. The most likely cause would
be an OBC failure in this scenario. The OBC or on-board computer is the brain of the charging
system. The OBC is designed to measure how many units of power were used, and
communicate that information to the charger once it is plugged in. In theory a good idea, but
since , Club Car has experienced trouble with it and has gone through dozens of revisions.
There are two ways to determine if the OBC has failed or not. If you have a neighbor of friend
with the same charger, take you charger to their cart and plug in. This is not an official Club Car
test, but it has worked for us for years. However be careful because it involves jumper wires and
live power. On the back of your charger receptacle, there is a fuse holder. Separate the holder
and remove the fuse. Be sure the clips touch the metal inside. Connect the opposite end to 24V
positive or higher. Each battery should be 8V. Follow each battery and wires in series until you
get to the third positive terminal over in series and connect. If any doubt use a voltmeter across

main negative to the positive connection point. It must read 24V or higher. If not, go over an
extra battery. Once jumpers are installed, plug in charger. If it comes on and works, your OBC
has failed. However, you could let it charge for a few hours to get it going. Beware that with the
OBC in this jumped fashion, the charger will no longer cut off automatically. Also, within the
troubleshooting, it covers the battery light. The causes above are mentioned, plus an additional
one, which is bad batteries. A voltage test on your batteries is NOT sufficient. That only shows
their ambient voltage. Without testing voltage under a load, there is no true measure of
capacity. You either need to purchase a load tester to test each battery under a load, or you
need to drive the cart while you measure the voltage across each battery. Whether you have 12
volt or 8 volt batteries, they should not fall more than. Hope this helps. What now happens is the
charger clicks on but no buzzing sounds, and now it doesnt click off either it just stays on with
no buzzing and no amp reading! Very strange! The fuses all look good. Im wondering if maybe
the voltage in the socket isnt enough!? Was that test done under a load? The reason I ask is
that a voltage test with NO load is not an accurate test for battery capacity. The only true
measure of capacity is to test voltage under a load. Since that one has a lower reading than the
others, you might want to start there. It is possible for one battery in the bank to fail
prematurely. If your test above was not performed under a load, you should have that done. To
boost an 8V battery with a 12V charger, be careful. Only connect to one battery at a time, and
use the lowest possible amperage setting on your charger. Based on the fact your charger is
not buzzing would mean the transformer has not engaged and is not functioning. The clicking
would be the relay inside,. They can often click and still not work. Did you use my instructions
to add power to the fuse holder on the harness side , not receptacle side? Might want to seek
out a dealer locally to run through it for you. What if the batteries have sat for a VERY long time.
I tried to jump with a battery charger. When I connected the battery charger, the indicator light
showed nothing was happening. Then in the fine print of the manual I see it reads that if battery
is less than 2V, the battery charger will not work. Any ideas? Are the batteries completely gone
and garbage at this point? This is an intentional safety feature. Voltage and amperage are
always inversely proportional to each other. As one falls, the other rises and vice versa.
Depending on what that amp level is, it could be dangerous at low voltages. Most modern
chargers recharge somewhere in the amp range depending on manufacturer specs. Long story
short, your automatic charger is not going to turn on and recharge those batteries until they get
to that preset minimum voltage level. Depending on the time elapsed, they may be too far gone,
but worth a shot. As batteries discharge, some of the electrolyte is absorbed into the plates
causing the liquid level to drop while discharged. Oxygen will quickly deteriorate the lead plate
inside, so it is important to recharge frequently and minimize the time spent sitting while in a
discharged state. If discharged, the plates are exposed and can sustain damage over time. So,
you need to try to manually recharge the batteries up to a minimum level. We often recommend
using an auto chargers 12V at low amp setting to recharge. If 8V, charge one at a time. Once the
batteries recover a bit, try your existing charger. Once it comes on, let it finish the cycle. You
may also want to test each battery with a load tester. They should typically read around battery
reference voltage when sitting 6V battery should read approx 6V. When under a load, if the
voltage drops more than a 0. Likely long one. I have a EZ GO 36volt powerwise charger that is
not charging batteries enough. Thought problem was batteries but borrowed a neighbors
charger and it made a big difference in a 18 hole round without discharging before I could get
back home. The relay is working and charge starts but foe some reason it shuts down too soon.
Any thoughts. A couple quick test will rule that out or not. Get out your voltmeter. Remove the
seat of the golf cart to reveal the batteries. Place the negative probe on the main - terminal of
the entire battery bank. You should read approx 36 volts, give or take a volt or two. Leave the
probes in place and plug in the charger. It should come on, hum, and the ammeter should move.
Then, your voltage should jump from around 36 volts up to over 40 volts while charging. If all
signs appear to be charging but the voltage stays at 36 and does not jump up to 40 ish volts,
there is definitely a diode issue. There are two inside. If both go bad, the charger will not come
on. A diode is a one way gate for electricity. The diode are mounted inside the charger to an
aluminum heat sink. They look out of place since wires from the transformer terminate there.
You MUST disconnect all wires to a diode for testing. Otherwise, you may not get accurate
results. Place one probe where the wire hooked up and the other probe on the back side of the
diode. Observe the reading. Now switch your probes. Since diodes are a one way gate for
electricity, you are looking for continuity one direction but not the other. I hope this helps. Let
me know if that reveals anything further. I have a EZGO charger 36 volts, it turns on but the
amps are in 3 amps and does not charge the batteries, I charged the batteries individually with a
12 volt charger and they work what can be the problem? Hi, I have a Yamaha electric golf cart. It
does this on every socket that I try so I stopped after 4. Does this sound like something that can

be fixed or am I looking at buying a new one? Hello all, I have a powerwise 36v charger that
seems to charge my cart just fine. My issue is: it charges, then drops down to around amps and
stays there. Never shuts all the way off. Any suggestions as to probable cause? Thanks in
advance! Typically, the circuit board and relay inside are responsible for shutting the charger
down once a suitable voltage level in the battery bank is reached. The board may be faulty and
need replacing. It would depend on how long it stays on for. Typically, these chargers can stay
on for up to 16 hours if the voltage level is not reached. But, sometimes the finish charge at the
end can over around low amps for a number of hours. Jack, thanks very much for your
insightful descriptions of charger problems and fixes. If you will indulge me, I have a problem
that I could use some feedback on. Early this summer, the diodes when out on the charger and
it quit charging. I had it repaired at a local shop and put it back in service. It showed good
charging amps and I left it for a month on charge. Voltage of all but one battery were 6v and it
was 4v. The voltage across the terminals with the charger connected was What do you think?
However, if the charger was not cutting off, it may have overcharged. That could be due to a bad
relay or circuit board. These units should typically cut off after 16 hours for safety whether the
charge is complete or not. That corrosion and lack of fluid may have been a result of
overcharging though. Hey guys. I know this post is a joy old but I do have a question and I hope
that you can help. I just bought a new battery in December and replaced the other three on my
48 volt club car today. I cannot get the charger to turn on at all. I have verified that everything is
hooked up correctly but still nothing. The voltage on each battery is showing 12 volts with a
meter. Also, I have noticed that there is a separate smaller blue wire coming off of the last
battery on the series on the positive terminal the connects to some type of button and goes into
the cart somewhere. I just found that when I changed the battery but it may be nothing just
weird. Anyways, any idea why the charger will not come on to check the voltage? Thanks, Clint.
Club Car is a bit more complicated than other brands with their charging system on modern 48V
vehicles. It measures how much power is removed from the battery bank during charge and
tells the charge how much power to replenish. If it has any issue or failure, the charger will not
come on. Frequently, we see issues right after battery replacement. Check the inline fuse only a
few inches behind the receptacle. Depending on model, some have a yellow fuse holder, while
others are grey. If that is good, you may want to reset it. This will discharge the OBC capacitor.
Reconnect batteries and return switch to run. Sometimes that may work. You could also have a
bad OBC which requires much more sophisticated troubleshooting. Maybe it just needs a reset.
I have an E-Z-Go electric golf cart with 6 new batteries. Do you think I have a wiring issues or
something else? Please advise. It would partially depend on the exact year and model as well as
the charging system. But, generically speaking, the issue likely either lies within the contacts
inside your receptacle of your cart to which the charger plug makes contact or with the wires
leading out of the charger receptacle to the batteries. Be sure the contacts are not burned or
damaged as well as check the condition of the wires themselves. Be sure the terminals where
hey connect are clean, tight and corrosion free. I have a lestermatic with a timer. I noticed the
amperage does drop as time goes by. If you have an electronic timer, it should shut the charger
off when the batteries are fully charged since it monitors the change in voltage of the bank. For
older chargers with a manual twist timer, there is no sure fire way to tell when they are charged
except a visual examination of the ammeter on the charger. With the old style you just have to
get used to how many hours of charge it needs based on your use. You must be logged in to
post a comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Log in to Reply. Sometimes after 10 mins or even 2 mins it clicks off and the orange
battery light comes on. Im assured the charger works so could it be that the batteries are too
flat?? Many thanks in advance. Michael Williams Product Development Director. Thanks very
much indeed Michael, I have had a test today of the batteries and each battery has 8v and one
has 7. Never seen this beforeâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. Any more tips would be hugely appreciated Thanks,
WIlliam. William, Was that test done under a load? Good morning, I have a EZGO charger 36
volts, it turns on but the amps are in 3 amps and does not charge the batteries, I charged the
batteries individually with a 12 volt charger and they work what can be the problem? Leave a
Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. JavaScript seems to be disabled
in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. This section of Golf Car Catalog contains various golf cart battery charger cords,
charger plug ends, and handle kits. In many cases, we can supply the cord with the plug
installed or sell the cord and plug as separate pieces depending on your application and needs.
AC power cords connect your golf cart battery charger to the AC power outlet in the wall of your
house, garage or shed. These cords are typically only available with the plug already installed
as on piece. DC power cords connect your golf cart battery charger to the golf cart charger
receptacle itself. It is always recommended to plug your AC cord into the wall first, before

connecting the DC cord to the golf cart itself for safety reasons. Charger Cords and Plugs. View
as Grid List. Show 20 40 60 80 All. Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Customer
Name. Customer Email. Phone Number. Shop By. Shopping Options Price. Compare Products.
Remove This Item Compare. Clear All. My Wish List. Last Added Items. Add to Cart Add to Cart.
Remove This Item. Go to Wish List. So you own an electric golf cart. Electric transportation is a
great way to get around your town for pennies on the dollar vs a motor vehicle and you are
doing your part to live aware and help lower green house gases and emissions. What could it
be? So you just went to plug in the golf cart battery charger and it does not seem to be working
or turning on either. Well it could be numerous scenarios which we will try to cover all the
basics for all major golf cart brands in this how to articleâ€¦ some are more involved than
others. So before you purchase a golf cart battery charger you might not need ask yourself a
few questions first and read this article. Why are you replacing your other charger? Or you just
bought the golf cart and it did not come with one? Most importantly â€” Does the golf cart run
and drive now or are batteries completely dead? If they are deadâ€¦ that is usually the issueâ€¦
because all new style chargers require being able to sense voltage before they turn on and
apply amperageâ€¦. This is a great article for numerous reasonsâ€¦ hopefully it will help some
golf cart owners sort out their issue with personal carts and also avoid confusion after
purchase of a new golf cart battery charger you might not have needed. We do get calls on
occasion after purchase of a new battery charger and the customer is upset the new charger is
not working either. Usually it is cart side not charger side and sometimes they did not need to
replace or purchase a new battery charger in the first place. All of the golf cart battery chargers
we offer are new from the respective manufacture with the exception of a few Ezgo chargers we
buy in bulk from authorized re-manufacturer for Ezgo. Which even all these come with a limited
warranty like 60 or 90 days but are always bench tested prior to shipping. So unless the battery
charger in question gets damaged in transit or shipping they should work. So with that said let
walk thru a few basic ways to determine if your golf cart battery charger is charging your
batteries an working properlyâ€¦. So this means just because you plugged your golf cart
charger into the wall socket in the garage and then into the golf cart does not mean you have a
good connection to the batteries you are trying to charge. This is just an assumption. To
confirm this read onâ€¦ In the next few steps you can start narrowing down the issue if one
exists you will be able to find it and get your golf cart charging again. This is usually the first
step we perform in the shop to determine possible golf cart battery charger issues. With a basic
digital volt meter we check system voltage first. Whatever the operating voltage is of your golf
cart you should check current voltage levels to know if the cart is in fact fully charged , partially
charged or completed dead. You will usually find the batteries to your golf cart under the front
seat which opens or folds out towards the golf cart steering wheel on most Club Cars, Ezgo and
Yamaha golf carts. Look for the two terminals with the most wires going to them. Usually this is
the positive and negative most terminals in the battery bank. Technically you will want to
determine the correct ones to check voltage quickly. It does not tell you if they are all connected
properly or have good connections. That is why we look directly for positive and negative most
terminals in the battery bank to check. See image below for a basic idea of how to find the
positive and negative most terminals in your golf carts battery bank. All major manufactures of
golf carts to date wired battery banks in a series to achieve desired operating voltages in their
vehicles. Wiring batteries in a series style circuit is quite simple and always the same. No mater
how many golf cart batteries you have it will always work the same. To wire multiple batteries in
a series you would just connect each batteries positive terminal to the next batteries negative
terminal. Then continue this process for however many batteries to intend to connect together.
After you have done so you will always have two terminals left over. One will be positive and
one will be negative. Those terminals will reflect the new operating voltage of said battery bank.
For example as shown in image above â€” most golf carts these days operate on 36 volt or 48
volts. Which can be achieved in a few ways depending on the batteries used. Whether 6 volt, 8
volt or 12 volt batteries. All of which will have different capacity and or range limitations. Simply
put the more batteries you have the larger your so called gas tank will be â€” or the longer run
time and range possible. Note â€” The green circles in image above indicate positive and
negative most battery terminals to check voltage on your golf cart. These images cover all the
basic golf cart battery configurations. If not hopefully you will now better understand how to
determine which terminals to test in your application. So now that we know where to check
voltage and test. What is the answer? Jot down or remember whatever number you get. All
batteries hold slightly more voltage than advertised on case when fully charged so when
combined the numbers are always slightly higher. So no need to be alarmed. Now you will want
to check the golf carts charger port or cart side recptacle. This is the location where you would
plug in the golf cart battery charger connector in off board applications. You will want to check

with the voltage meter by holding the leads to the pins associated with the charger connector
pins. These will be easy to test â€” One pin will be positive in and the other will be negative.
Your volt meter will give you either a normal reading or if pins are placed backwards it will just
reflect a negative sign next to the voltage number shown. These will be easy as well but might
need to give a few stabs at it until you get a reading. Usually the top two pins. Then the third pin
is usually a low voltage signal for a lock-out feature on these newer style golf carts. Again the
volt meter will give you either a normal reading or if pins are placed backwards it will just reflect
a negative sign next to the voltage number shown when you find the corect two pins to test. If
you grab one of the low voltage pins it will not show anything. Try again until you get a voltage
reading. So test results will reflect as follows â€” Same voltage as tested at the batteries.
Desired , Slightly less than the same voltage tested at batteries. Meaning resistance in the
charge circuit between the receptacle and batteries â€” check all connections and wires â€”
tighten connections or replace wires immediately. Either bad connection, Fuse or broken wire.
Commonly found charger issues right after new battery install or swap â€” because either
disturbing old wires and connections that are corroded causes issues or completely miss
re-attaching one and it never gets re-connected to batteries. Trace connections from batteries to
receptacle or vice versa. So now we know if there is an issue it will most likely be on the charger
side of the circuit if the golf cart is still not charging. If you do not have any voltage in the
batteries you will need to get some back into the battery bank before the golf cart charger will
charge again. All of the golf cart chargers manufactured in the last years are designed to only
turn on after they can determine voltage is present. All need to sense voltage before they apply
amperage. Some charges need more than othersâ€¦. If you need to jump start your golf cart
batteries to charge. Checkout this how to article â€” How to manually charge my golf cart
batteries with a 12 volt battery charger. If we got a good voltage on batteries and matched that
number on the charger port we know we have good connections and good voltage on the golf
cart side of this circuit. Next we will now want to plug in the battery charger and see what
happens. First â€” We will plug into the wall socket or as close to the power source as possible.
Some people will need to use an extension cord to reach a power supply or outlet which is not
the preferred connection but will work. Be sure to use a think heavy duty or commercial grade
extension cord if you must use one. Ok â€” so you are plugged into AC power. Most golf cart
battery chargers will have a light some where on it that should reflect you have good AC power
to the unit. Confirm either by this light on charger â€” or take that same digital voltage meter
and just set for AC current vs DC current and stick it into the wall socket to confirm. Now lets
plug the golf cart charger into the golf cart. New style chargers will have a blinking light
showing charger status, old style golf cart chargers will have an amperage meter Needle swing
gauge style If the charger is in fact charging you will see this needle swing to the opposite side
of the gauge and the charger usually very noisy will start humming away as it charges. New
style chargers no so obvious. Either way to confirm charging or not â€” go back to the same
two terminals under the seat on the batteries you initially tested voltage of batteries. Check
again at this location â€” if the voltage is still the same as before the golf cart charger is not
charging! If it is the voltage will be higher than before and if you keep the voltage meter pins on
the terminals for a minute or so you will see the voltage continue to climb ever so slowly.
Hopefully this little How To Article allowed you to determine if your golf cart battery charger is
working or not. Or if you purchased one already and still have issues or connection questions
and this article did not answer your questions please contact us. Hence a golf cart battery
charger to keep the batteries fully charged and keep recharging as needed based on usage. We
have been all hands on deck and assumed someone was addressing ebay messages,â€¦. If the
charger is not working right out the box, or damaged in shipping or suchâ€¦ no worries we will
get you squared away â€¦ You can start a return in ebay to get the ball rolling. I have a Club Car
post serial number AQ Do not know the actual manufacture date. It has a PowerDrive2 Charger
Model The batteries are good. The charger was not activating when plugged in the car input port
and i had dash dot warning light signal. I could not find a dash dot type sequence code in the
trouble shooting guide. I followed your instructions for resetting the OBC which seemed to
solve warning light issue and proceeded to run the cart for a good hour constantly up and down
the hills in our area. Returned to the garage plugged in the charger. Still no activity on the
charger. No hum no anything. I had recently replaced the three replaceable items that are
supplied in a repair kit, I have by passed the relay in the transformer and it is charging the
batteries drawing a little less than 15amps. The closest dealer is over a miles away so it is
difficult to get to a dealer. I do not have a volt meter so I cannot provide voltage at this time. Not
sure if this is a charger issue or a OBC issue. Would appreciate any suggestions you have
before I pack it up and drive to the dealer. Robert â€” Sounds like you got the cart charging
finally? Sounds like the charging circuit still has issuesâ€¦ most likely the OBC is on the fritzâ€¦.

In these scenarios we just bypass the OBC remove from the charge circuit and incorporate a
new style smart charger. Like the new Summit II from Lester. See link here to the Club Car
Battery Charger you will want to purchase. At this point simply bypass the OBC Plenty of
youtube videos explain the process very straight forwardâ€¦ simply cutting and re-routing one
wire to battery number 6 negative terminal. I have a Yamaha G29 48V golf cart. The OEM charger
just recently started blinking the Yellow and Green lights off and on every few seconds. I have
checked the battery voltage and the voltage at the 3-pin Terminal Receptacle. Reads 49 volts.
This morning I tried to charge the cart but instead of getting green blinking lights on both the
charger and the cart I am now getting a blinking red light 2 flashes and a pause on the charger
and blinking green flashes on the golf cart. Can you tell me the error code for this and what is
causing it? Should I get a new charger? Richard â€” Thank you fro your inquiryâ€¦.. Pete is
gone fishing this week but here is an article with information related to the charger you haveâ€¦.
I do know they are cheap throw away type chargers alot of customers have issues with them.
We do currently have the new Lester charger on saleâ€¦. I purchased all new batteries last May.
Great performance and charging all summer. I live in northern MN by the way, cart in unheated
garage all winter. I stored my cart this fall, plugged it in. I unplugged the charger, plugged it
back inâ€¦. I turned the cart on, moved it a foot or so, plugged it back in and it started charging.
A week later I check it, did the same thing, had to move the cart a bit, plugged it back in and it
started charging. I should say the cart hesitated a bit before it moved, but perhaps because of
the cold weather? Judith â€” Thank you for your inquiryâ€¦. I would suggest the new style
Lester Summit II chargersâ€¦. Though being you have an older Club Car with OBC you will need
to bypass the OBC to use the factory charger port connection so the new charger is directly
connected to the batteries and the circuit does not pass thru the OBC â€¦ easy peasy fixâ€¦. I
have had it on the charger for 24hrs and it is still charging at 9amps and the battery voltage is
reading Is it normal for it to take this long to get a full charge? I checked all the water in the
batteries, had to add some in a few of the cells and the batteries are only 3 years old. We have a
Yamaha G29 and purchased a summit II a few weeks ago. It was working fine, but now it does
not charge the the cart. The single blue light comes on that says AC present. Batteries and plug
receptacles both read 48 volts. Could this charger have gone bad? Your email address will not
be published. All golf cart battery chargers usually operate on VAC but some have the ability to
operate on multiple voltages for other power grids like in Europe vs US. Good DC side
connection. This is the wire or cord with a connector that you would plug into the golf cart. It
converts AC power to DC power to charge or replace the electricity in your golf carts batteries.
See and learn the difference between old style golf cart battery chargers and new style
chargers. Connections Required 1. Batteries â€” Then the next one will be at the batteries
themselves. If you do have good voltage readings is the voltage meter checks proceed to step
2. Step 2 â€” Plug In Your Golf Cart Charger If we got a good voltage on batteries and matched
that number on the charger port we know we have good connections and good voltage on the
golf cart side of this circuit. Cecil Linder. Do I have a bad charger or is there something wrong
with my Golf Cart? I did check the internal fuses on the OEM charger and they are good. Thanks
for your help, Cecil. Judith L McIlwain. Joseph Green. B fish. Mohsin Khan. Great article. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search Blog Posts Search for:.
Name Required. Email Required. These units are very well designed and very universal. Works
great in all applications though some configuring is required. Unfortunately for us Lester has
followed the trend of other large companies and does not include multi-page owners manuals in
their products any longer. This is a good idea I am sure for the forest and environment but not
going to help me the installer with the task at hand. So they opt for electronic files and expect
you to find one online some where as we have this blog post. Though we get alot of calls
concerning this issue so we just made it easier for you to access the information you will need
to wire up your new golf cart battery charger. Note: These wiring instructions will only apply to
the W version of this charger. Getting Started: Make sure you ordered and received the correct
charger and DC side cord set for your application. Or double check the golf cart charger
receptacle on your golf cart if you intend to use this charger in an Off-board application.
Otherwise it is pretty straight forward to install and use in an onboard application. All onboard
applications will simply require a ring terminal DC cordset to wire to the main positive and
negative terminals on the battery bank in their application. Always allow for as much free air
space around the charger as possible. The best mounting orientations for this charger are
shown below in Figure This provides both a strong base but good thermal conductive cooling.
A poor thermal conductive material is plastic or wood though charger should still perform well.
We have installed many of these units in many applications and to date no issues! The charger
dimensions and mounting hole locations are shown below in Figure For off-board applications
an optional handle is available for ease in carrying. The charger case also has routing and

securing locations for the AC and DC cordsets when they need to be routed to the opposite
ends as shown in Figure The Lester Summit II Series Chargers are designed very well and the
designers thought of it all as they created the next generation golf cart battery charger to meet
or exceed your needs. With a combination of molded track into the cooling fins of the charger or
with additional support and routing hardware you can wire up in a few configurations. See
Figure below. The charger was factory-configured with the active battery profile that was
requested as part of the original order from Lester Electrical. Before 1 using the charger for the
first time or 2 using the charger with a battery pack of a different type or capacity, use the
ChargerConnect app to verify that the proper active battery profile is selected and that the
system settings match your application. Off-Board Applications Off-board chargers are
designed to be used in shelf or portable applications. If the AC input plug is connected to AC
power, a new charge cycle automatically starts when the DC output is connected to a battery
pack of the proper voltage. If the DC output is connected to a battery pack of the proper voltage,
a charge cycle automatically starts when the AC input plug is connected to AC power unless a
safety period of time has not passed since the successful completion of the previous charge
cycle. They are always factory-configured with the active battery profile that is requested as part
of PO to Lester Electrical. It is still recommended that you use the ChargerConnect app to verify
the proper active battery profile is selected. A Before using the charger for the first time or B
using the charger with a battery pack of a different chemistry or capacity. If the proper battery
profile is not available on the charger, the ChargerConnect app can be used to download the
appropriate battery profile from the Cloud. If the battery type you will be charging is not
available via the ChargerConnect app Cloud. For example, If you need information for a specific
lithium ion brand or chemistry , Contact Lester Electrical for more information. Special Note â€”
If the active battery profile is changed, we suggest you mark the charger ratings label or add an
additional label or tag for future reference. Get Connected Now! Battery manufacturers
frequently use the same battery cases for different battery types. Water electrolyzed by
discharging and charging the battery is replaced through these openings. Sealed AGM and gel
batteries are generally distinguished by non-removable cell caps. The physical appearance of
the battery case is frequently the same as a wet battery, though the cell caps are generally not
removable. If the sticker is not readable or is missing, we suggest you do not use the battery
charger until you can verify the specifics of the battery in your application. If you have
questions regarding which battery profile to select for use with your particular battery pack. If
you purchased your new golf cart battery charger from us by all means give us a call to help
walk you through this process. The charger has an AC operating range of volts, hertz. This
allows the AC power cord set to be selected with a proper plug compatible with your local
electrical codes. Special Note â€” Those who require an extension cord. Strive to make the
distance as short as possible and use the biggest thickest industrial cord you have handy. This
is because you will experience voltage drop over a longer span cord from the power supply
outlet. Below volts, the charger may reduce output power. This is the AC power cordset inlet. To
disconnect or connect you simply need to loosen the screw on the side of the clamp. Then
firmly grab the IEC connector with your fingers and pull. To install or plug back in make sure
you push the plug into the charger completely. Then you may tighten the AC cord clamp to
secure the AC power cord to the charger. The installed AC power cord set must be plugged into
an outlet that is properly installed and grounded in accordance with all applicable electrical
codes and ordinances. If this charger includes the UL Listed symbol on its ratings label, it is
provided with a cord set for connection to outlets operating at nominal volts or volts as
appropriate. If the input plug does not fit the power outlet, contact Lester Electrical for the
proper cord set terminating in an attachment plug of the proper configuration for the power
outlet. The DC side cord set attaches to the external DC terminal block on the battery charger.
See Figure 6. Remove the connection cover if pre-installed to expose the DC terminal block. Use
Dc Side Common Connector Legend shown below to determine the correct wiring configuration
for your golf cart battery charger receptacle plug connector or onboard application. The DC
output cordset includes a connector, plug, or terminals. The charger will not operate if the
polarity is reversed. Once you have determined the proper wiring configuration you may
proceed to then attach the DC side cord set wires as shown in images. Refer to figure 6.
Installation will require a 2 Phillips head screw driver. Proper Torque settings for the positive
and negative terminal screws are to be 18 in-lbs 2. The lockout and external temperature sense
terminal connections is to be 12 in-lbs 1. When individual wires are used for on-board
applications, place the foam rubber gasket that comes on the cord set under the strain relief,
center the wires, and then tighten the strain relief screws and torque them to 9 in-lbs 1 N-m.
This prevents the wires from getting pinched on the side of the strain relief when tightened.
Replace the terminal block cover, and torque the cover screws to 9 in-lbs 1 N-m. The lockout

control signal, available on Terminal 2 on the DC terminal block see Figure 6. The lockout
control signal is typically interfaced with the vehicle motor speed controller. If you are uncertain
of how to interface the lockout control signal with your vehicle, please contact your vehicle
dealer. When this port is not being used, leave the protective cover over the connector to keep
moisture and debris out of the connector. When mounting the charger on-board a vehicle where
the charger LEDs are not visible, a remote LED cable assembly can be used. Attach the remote
LED cable assembly to the external port on the charger and hand tighten the connector
mounting screws. The LED end of the cable assembly is to be rear mounted through a hole on
the vehicle or it can be attached to a panel which mounts to the vehicle. Install the remote LED
assembly as shown above. For those that thought this How To Article was helpful feel free to
drop us a line. Looking for other Golf Cart Parts and Accessories? Save BIG!!!! Could some one
post a color pic of theirs mounted on their cart please Reply. Leave a Reply Click here to cancel
reply. Contact Us Email: pete batterypete. Search Products Search. Review us on Google. One
Stop Shop Where the general public goes for great products at fair prices. Battery Pete is your
one stop shop for all your battery needs. How to test a golf cart battery charger? Assure that the
golf cart battery charger is actually running and that you have voltage at the battery charger
plug by using a multimeter or voltage tester. Did you know that most modern battery chargers
will not even begin to charge batteries if the batteries original charge is not high enough? The
automatic battery charger needs a minimal amount of voltage in the batteries to even begin
working, say somewhere around 20 to 35 volts total. Take your voltage tester and measure the
output voltage of all the batteries together. See if they measure the voltage required to actuate
your charger If you have the manual for your battery charger, the minimum voltage should be
listed there. What do you do at this point? If the batteries are too low, charge them individually
with a regular old car battery charger, usually thevolt variety. You can either charge them to full
capacity or just high enough to meet the minimum voltage required. If your cart has volt
batteries, this is going to be an easy procedure, but if you have 8-volt batteries, you have two
choices. You can use the volt setting but connect a 4. This will limit the current when fully
charged to about an amp. The other method would be to set your automotive battery charger to
a 6-volt setting and charge the individual battery for an hour and see if it reaches 7. This will be
a sufficient voltage for each battery to collectively kick on the golf cart battery charger. On a
manual battery charger, you will have a timer dial to turn. The timer allows you to set the
number of hours your batteries will charge before switching off the charger. With the battery
charger plugged in turn the dial on and see if you even get a hum or any reaction from the relay,
such as a click followed by a hum. If not, check the fuse on the charger I know, I know, but you
would be surprised how many times this is the issue. If the fuse is blown and replacing it with a
new one only results and it blowing again, it is likely a shorted diode inside the case. If no
voltage is present then it is time to try one more thing. There should be continuity at this point.
Your continuity tester can be hooked up to the output plug positive to positive 10 and negative
to negative 11 and there should be at least some continuity maybe with resistance. Swapping
the tester leads should get no continuity at all. If one or both of these tests fail, it means you
might have a shorted or faulty diode. Once you have access to all the components inside, first
use the continuity setting on your multimeter and check the timer switch. Besides the fuse, this
is the most common failure point on a charger. If your charger has an automatic timer, then
there will not be a twist type knob on the front. Attach the leads to both contacts 6 and 7 and
twist the dial. The next step is to measure the continuity between the end of the charger contact
10 or 11 and the termination Point inside the case 12 or Check both the positive and the
negative as well as the ground and if these check out, then start testing the connections
between the components on the front of the battery charger. Check continuity across the meter
and the connections leading to the fuse. Check continuity between points 12 and 13â€¦replace
ammeter if there is no continuity or measurable resistance. Good Capacitor The ohmmeter is
first set to read resistance in ohms and the capacitor leads are disconnected from the
transformer. In a good capacitor, when the ohmmeter leads are connected to the capacitor
terminals 4 and 5 , the meter needle jumps to the middle of the scale and rapidly moves to
higher resistance. Open Capacitor When the ohmmeter leads are connected to the terminals,
the meter needle stays at a high resistance. Shorted Capacitor When the leads are connected to
the capacitor terminals, the meter needle jumps immediately to zero ohms and remains there.
Diodes are a one-way
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gate and will pass dc voltage in one direction. Connect your continuity tester leads on 1 and 3

shown in the illustration aboveâ€¦then reverse the leads. You should get continuity one way but
not the other. Repeat this procedure on 2 and 3. Following the schematic for your particular
battery charger, use your multimeter to ensure there are no open windings on the primary and
secondary sides. Automatic Battery Charger With an automatic battery charger, the batteries
must be hooked up before the charger will even turn on. Club Car Golf carts have evolved many
times since , and although the basic electrical design has stayed close to the same, there are
small differences. These differences are important when The speed controller measures out
current and battery voltage to the electric vehicles' motor to raise and lower speed on the golf
cart. It monitors the state of the motor and generates signals to Skip to content. Article
Contents. Click Here! Modern Diode Assembly. Continue Reading.

